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I began writing about the science of cooking in the late
1970s, a time when it seemed to be an odd and therefore
exciting idea. One day in my university's library I discovered
shelves of journals devoted to food science and technology,
and stopped to browse in them. They were very academic and
focused on industrial food production, but full of information
that I knew could be applied to home and restaurant cooking.
So I decided to translate that technical literature into plain
language for cooks and food lovers. And for several years after
its publication in 1984, my book found few readers. Chefs told
me that it wasn't really relevant to their work, because cooking
was a craft deﬁned by tradition, not chemistry.
Of course the world of food has changed since then! Today's
professional cooks continue to value tradition, but many are
also inspired by the adventure of exploration and innovation.
They know that an understanding of ingredients and processes
can help them cook both more consistently and more crea-
tively, and they now have many good sources of information
to draw on. Some cooks collaborate directly with scientists
on particular projects. And in the laboratory, more food and
sensory scientists now appreciate the rich phenomena of small-
scale food preparation and the experience of eating, and are
contributing to an ever deeper understanding of gastronomy.
Despite this widening dialog between cooks and scientists, it
hasn't been that easy for these two very different communities
to share ideas and news of progress. In 2007, Andoni Luis
Aduriz told me about his vision for a journal that would
publish the work of scientists and cooks alike, to encourage
exactly this kind of direct communication. After ﬁve years of
hard work by Andoni and his team, and colleagues at AZTI-
Tecnalia and Elsevier, the International Journal of Gastronomy
and Food Science was ﬁnally born in 2012.
In its two years of life, IJGFS has established a solid record
of signiﬁcant contributions to the world of gastronomy,
and from a wide range of contributors. It has published
expert overviews of food structure, and sous-vide heating,10.1016/j.ijgfs.2014.06.001
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nder responsibility of AZTI-Tecnalia.and hydrocolloids; detailed studies of the ﬂambé and of
hollandaise sauce from food scientists at major universities;
reports on
new ideas and dishes from a number of the world's leading
restaurants; and perspectives on contemporary innovation
through the lens of French culinary history, the pioneering
publications of el Bulli, and broad readings in literature and
philosophy. And IJGFS is an open-access journal, so that
anyone who is interested, whether in universities or restaurant
kitchens or culinary schools, can learn from its pages.
This is an impressive achievement, and the journal's
founders and editors and publisher should be very proud of
it. But it's also a fragile achievement. To survive and thrive,
IJGFS needs the support of more people in the worlds of
gastronomy and food science: more contributors, more readers,
and more conversation about what a journal like this can and
should be. I would love to see it include reports on the many
food conferences that take place every year all over the world,
and highlights from mainstream food science publications that
may be relevant to gastronomy. So if you know and value this
journal: please share its articles with your colleagues and
friends, submit articles of your own, join the conversation, and
help IJGFS realize its full potential!By Wylie Dufresne
The dirty little secret of chefs is this: while we can produce
delicious food and have been doing so for a long time, it’s
generally safe to say that we don't really know what we're
doing.
I feel like the last 15–20 years have been an exciting time
because a lot of the chefs are realizing that, if we know why
we are doing what we're doing, if you can understand the
variables, then we can make better decisions at the stove.
There will never, of course, be a right or wrong way or an
object “best” way in the kitchen – taste and preference are
distinct from knowledge about manipulation – but there will be
a more informed way.
Chefs have now come clean about that and there's been a
real interest.
Along the way, we've realized that we have to go outside of
our own industry to ﬁnd these answers. We are not scientists
by trade, nor will we ever be. We understand how we do what
we do but we don't often understand why. It's based on dogmaights reserved.
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there are more and more science-minded people interested in
explaining these goings-on and sharing their ﬁndings with the
chef community.
In the kitchen, we can take that knowledge and make better
decisions. In many cases, in the case of Massimo, apply our
creativity to that knowledge with some interesting, fun, delicious,
novel results.
In these pages is an account of how Massimo Bottura has taken
a classic Italian dish and tried to understand the pros and cons of
how it's been cooked historically in order to make a better version
based on what we know today. He’s decided he can get there using
some modern cooking techniques that didn't exist when the bollito
misto was invented. Things like sous vide didn't exist until the late
1960s. But taking this modern knowledge, as well as some modern
technology, and applying it to classic dishes is a great example of
how chefs are starting to apply the lessons of science in the kitchen
to the art of eating well.There's also a fascinating look at hollandaise, one of my all-
time favorite sauces, which is not understood by even the
greatest chefs. Again, we know what to do, and the order in
which to do them, and some of the things to avoid—but we
don't always know why. The article lays out how, if we change
certain variables on the front end, it will impact the results on
the back end. Again, we can bring a more informed approach
to hollandaise to understand how the variables can be tweaked
to achieve a speciﬁc result—whether it be airier, denser, thicker
sauce or thinner.
Before it was whismy or chance or endless repetition that
got us those results, now it’s know-how. And that’s one of the
things that this journal is doing a great job with—bringing
together the old and the new, and creating a place for chefs and
scientists to share what they know with each other. The end
results are greater understanding and better-informed cooking,
which are helping us all move forward.
